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About The Artist

Liz Kelly Zook is an artist in Murfreesboro, TN. Zook was raised 
in small-town Nevada, Missouri. Her childhood was loud and 
chaotic. She would often draw or read alone in her room to 
escape from the noise of her older siblings. Zook started 
drawing at a very young age, but has no formal arts education. 

Zook works mainly with acrylic paint. She loves this quick 
drying, easy-to-layer medium. 

Zook’s art is a mix between Pop and Illustrative art. She uses a 
lot of bright colors complimented by black outlines. She likes 
the way the outlines control the chaos of the color when she 
applies it to the canvas.

Zook’s work has been compared to Roy Lichtenstein and Andy 
Warhol by her fans. 

She is inspired by pop culture, 
comic books and anything that 
makes her laugh. 

As yet another woman who has 
been sexually assaulted and has 
been in abusive relationships, 
Zook’s artistic aim is to empower 
women by encouraging them to 
take up space and helping them 
express themselves.



Pretty, Dangerous Things

The idea behind Pretty Dangerous Things is that women are 
not just fragile. Women can be violent, greedy, morbid, 
humorous, calm, powerful; sometimes fragile, sometimes 
innocent. We are multi-faceted. We don't ask for special 
protection. We ask for the same protection and bodily 
autonomy that men have always had. We shouldn't have to fight 
for it. But we definitely will. 

My main goal with the Pretty Dangerous Things collection is to 
help women feel empowered. We are every bit as strong and 
badass as we want to be.

So far there are 12 pieces in this ongoing collection.



The Whatever Collection

Whatever is part of a complete six-piece collection of paintings 
title “The Whatevers”.

The idea for this collection came from drawing Grecian busts 
while watching Clueless. At that time I was watching a lot of 90’s 
movies. I had also, at the time, been referencing statues for 
practice with my line work. Both of those things came together 
for me during the “As if!” moment in Clueless when Cher shoved 
the grassy null boy. 

The purpose of this collection was utilizing 90’s slang and neon 
colors to  liven up crusty old busts from centuries ago. The 
expressions ended up fitting the words a lot more than I had 
originally thought they would. 



Notable Solo Exhibits

Center For The Arts
December 2017
30+ artworks

University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville 

September and October 2018
8 artworks



Introducing the Next Big Thing in Pop Art

● Zook has been a full time artist since August of 
2016; working 30 - 40 hours a week.

● Zook has 100+ completed paintings currently in her 
possession to sell and/or exhibit.

● Despite having an autoimmune disease that affects 
her joints, Zook can produce up to 12  paintings per 
month on average.

● Zook has had 4 solo exhibits and has been a part 
of numerous group exhibits since August of 2016.

● Zook’s work is in private collections across the 
United States; including Chicago, Los Angeles, and 
New York.

● Zook’s work has been described as insightful and 
deliberate.

Zook subverts traditional feminine roles with a 
slick pop art style that lightens the dark humor of 

her work. 



Say Hello!

www.LizKellyZook.com
liz@lizkellyzook.com

Insta: @LizKellyZook
Twitter: @LizKellyZook


